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Blaisdell Will Be STUDENT Head,
PA Also Pick MacKinnon, Hennessy
Pops Concert Provides
'Enchanted"Friday Eve
ff

By Ruth Parr
An "Enchanted Evening" is what co-chairmen Eugene Harley and
Merrill Nearis promise for this year's Pops Concert. The dance,
which will be held from 8-12, will take place this Friday in the
Alumni Gym. Music will be provided by Al Corey's orchestra from
Waterville.
The combined musical organizations of the college, under the direction of Prof. D. Robert Smith, will present a program of semiclassical music during the two intermissions at 9 o'clock and 10:20.
Karl Koss and Sylvia Bernard will be the accompanists.
Band Makes Debut
The Concert Band will make its
debut at the first intermission with
"Come Back to Sorrento'' by dc
Curtis.
Gershwin's
"Fascinating
Rhythm", Dcbusscy's •'Afternoon
of a Faun", and "Sleigh Ride" by
Anderson. They will be followed by
Hie Orpine Society, playing Purcell's
•'Minuet
for
Flute
and
Strings", with Mary Newton and
Barbara Burton as soloists: and
Tchaikovsky's "Waltz for Strings".
The Concert Band will conclude this
part of the program with "Saber
Dance" by Khachaturian and Zaffinarano's "National Capital March".
The second intermission will feature the Choral Society. The first
songs they will present are Rod-

Calendar
Wednesday, March 14
CA Vespers, chapel, 9:15-9:45 p.m.
Thursday, March 15
Dancing classes, Chase Hall, 4:15
p.m.
Friday, March 16
Junior class meeting, chapel, 9:05
a.m.
Fop Concert, Alumni Gym, 8 p.m.
Saturday, March 17
Irish square dance, Chase Hall. 8:30
p.m.
Sunday, March 18
Stu-G
co-ed
coffee.
Women's
Union, 1:15 p.m.
Palm Sunday services, chapel, 7
p.m.
Monday, March 19
All-college elections, Alumni Gym,
9-5.

Chapel Schedule
Friday, March 16
Dr. Arthur Jenson, director of the
Great Issues course at Dartmouth.
Monday, March 19
Music from the Pops Concert. The
chapel period will be extended
into the conference hour.
Wednesday, March 21
Reverend Harold Bonell of the
Central Square Baptist Church,
Portland.

gcrs' "Some Enchanted Evening'".
"Let My Song Fill Your He-art" by
Charles.
and
Gearhart's
"Dry
Bones". A quartet composed of
Nancy Larcom and Anza Blaisdell
Mcrri'l
Nearis.
King
Henipol,
Frank Stred. and D wight Harvie
will then sing "A Barbershop
Medley". This will be followed by
Karl Ko-s at the piano, playing
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Bine".
The Choral Society will conclude
By Carol Anderson
thaniel Boone and Clarice Cornthe cvcr.ir-g's intertainment with
forth, treasurer.
"Way Back Home" by Waring
The Student Council announced
and Lewis. Wilson's "Cindy", anil today the roults of the primaries Class of '53
"Serenade" by Romherg.
Running lor junior cla>s officer*
for the all-college elections to be
will be Alan Goddard and Rober'
Light refreshments will be served held next Monday.
Lennon. president; Charlc- Buckduring these intermissions.
Student Council
The eight nominees for the four nam and Walter Stover, vice-presiCommittee Heads
senior positions on Stu-C are Na- dent: Dorothy Wikoff and Alice
Huntington. secretary: Donald BarThe decorations will have the thaniel Boone, Robert Cagenello.
rio.-, and Jaints Moody, treasurer.
theme of "Heaven", according to Thomas Gordon. Prescott Harris.
Moore. Class of '54
co-chairmen Penelope Shoup and Thomas McGann. John
Patricia Harhan. Pillars, stars, and Richard Prince, and Richard TrenCompeting on the ballot for sophclouds of spun glass will be fea- bolm. All arc eligible for the presi- omore class officers will be Richard
tured, done in a color scheme of dency.
Melville and Clyde Swiszewski
pink, blue and white. There will
The six nominees for the three president; Charles Calcagni and
also be a backdrop silhouette of a junior posts on the men's governing William Laird, vice-president; Sally
young couple and the moon.
body are Charles Bucknam. Alan Rcisncr ind Nancy Walker, secreGoddard, David Howie. Robert tary: Richard Bergquist and Roy
Committee heads include Barbara
Lennon. James Moody, and Walter Craven, treasurer.
Chandler, publicity and table numStover. All are eligible for secrebers; Nancy Wellman, tickets and
CA And Outing Club
tary-treasurer.
programs. Robert Cagenello, orCandidates for offices on the
Nominations for the two sophochestra: Robert Williams and Wilmore scats include Edward Halpcrt. Christian Association include James
liam Stevens, lights; John Hurlin,
Peter Knapp, Richard Melville, and Pirie and Arthur Thurber, presiwaiters; and Robert Hay ward, caClyde Swiszewski.
dent: Bccrly Eaton and St^an
terer. Mrs. Robert Bcrkelm.in will
Martin, vice-president; Sylvia BerStudent
Government
ret as hostess.
Florence Dixon and Ruth Potter nard ^and Lee Smart, secretary.
Reservations, for tables of four have been nominated for the presi- John MacDuffie and Mason Taber,
only, must be made with Mrs. B»r- dency of
Student
Government. treasurer.
kclman. Tickets are $2.50 a couple. Other nominees include Margaret
Outing Club nominees arc John
Men arc asked to wear tuxedos and Fox and Alice Huntington. vke- Blake and Alan Glass, president.
women, formal gowns.
president; Elsa Buschncr and Dor- Doris Hardy and Cynthia Keating,
othy Wood,
secretary-treasurer; secretary The candidate receiving
Mary Berryment, Jane
Bower. the highest number of votes will be
Larch Foxon, and Mary Edge president, the other, vice-president.
Lcckemy, senior advisor; and Rose- WAA Nominees
mary Feck, Sally Rcisncr. Carolyn
Candidates for the presidency of
All-College balloting will
Snow, and Janice Todd, sophomore
the Women's Athletic Association
take place in the gym continuadvisor.
arc Carol HollingsWorth and Jean
ously from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Class of '52
Fletcher. Nominated for other ofMonday.
Nominations for senior class offi- fices are Nancy Lowd and Mary
cers were Robert Cagenello and Van Volkenburgh. vice-president;
Clubs wishing to participate
Richard
Trenholm.
president, Nancy Metcalf and Patricia Small,
in the election may submit
Thomas
McGann
and Richard secretary; and Carolyn Carlson and
slates and membership lists to
Prince vice-president; Florence Dix- Cynthia May, treasurer.
Robert Cagenello by Friday.
on and Ruth Potter, secretary; Na(Continued on page eight)

Stu-C Announces Primary Results;
Elections Scheduled For March 18

Election Notice

By Ed Bashista
Anza Blaisdell will be the new
editor-in-chief of the STUDENT,
the
Publishing
Association
announced today. Jean MacKinnon
.vill head next year's Mirror, while
Michael Hennessy was appointed
new editor of the Garnet.
Nancy Larcom will be the business manager of the STUDENT
for the coming year, the PA also
announced. She replaces Constance
Moulton who has assumed the
same position on the Mirror. There
will be no business manager on
next year's Garnet.
STUDENT Editor
Anza. in the infirmary as a victim of the flu at the time of her
appointment, will announce other
editorial positions on the paper at
a later date. The appointments will
be effective for the April 11 isjjuc of
the STUDENT.
The new editor of the college
paper has had nearly two years experience as -taff reporter and as assistant news editor. This last year
she served at assistant managing
editor. A junior and an English
major. An/a spent her sophomore
vear at the University of Southern
California.
Specializing
in
journalism; she received training on
the college daily and weekly.
Nancy, a math major, has been
on the Imsiness staff of the STUDENT for three years. This past
year she filled the position of ad\ertising manager. She participated
in the math section of the recent
Science Exhibit, in charge of geometric models. She has also been
a proctor in Chase House.
Mirror Editor
Jean has been active on both the
Mirror and STUDENT for the past
three years. On the newspaper, she
has been assistant news editor for
nearly two years, while the last
vear, she served in the capacity of
copy editor. She was section head of
the activities department of the
1951 yearbook.
An English major. Jean also
handled publicity for the recent
winter carnival sponsored by the
Outing Club and belongs to the
MacFarla'ne Club, Outing Club, and
Robinson Players.
Constance has had two years experience on the paper before she
was appointed its businesr manager
A math major, she is a member of
Jordan-Ramsdcll and has taken part
in rhe biennial science exhibit. She
is now a proctor of Mitchell House.
Garnet Editor
The new editor of the Garnet,
well-known as a harmonica vir
tuoso, has been a member of the
magazine staff for the past year. He
also is a veteran of 45 months service in the navy. A member of the
Spofford Club. Hennessy has had
a number of his poems published in
jhe Garnet. He also played in
"The Late George Appley."
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All-College Election
All-College Ballot
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
President
James, I'irie
Arthur Thurber
Vice-Pretident
Beverly Eaton
Susan Martin
Secretary
Sylvia Bernard
Lee Smart
Treasurer
John MacDuffie
Mason Tabcr

Bursar Clarifies College Policy
On Dorm Electric Power Charges

Senior Advisor
Marv Berryment
Jane Bower
Larch Foxon
Mary Edge Leckemby
Sophomore Advisor
Rosemary Feck
Sally Reisner
Carolyn Snow
Janice Todd

By Charlie Clark
It is necessary for the college to charge five cents per kilowatt hour for electricity in the men's
dorms to cover distributing costs, Mr. Ross revealed Friday in an interview with a Student Council
delegation and the editor of the STUDENT.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSN.

OUTING CLUB
(Candidate receiving highest number of votes is president; the other
is vice-president.)
President
John Blake
Alan Glass
Secretary
Doris Hardy
Cynthia Keating

President
Jean Fletcher
Carol Hollingsworth
Vice-President
Nancy I.owd
Mary Van Volkenburgh
Secretary
Nancy Metcalf
Patricia Small
Treasurer
Cynthia May
Carolyn Carlson

pus buildings with the exception ot
some of the women's dormitories
and the infirmary. The students pay
no more to the college than the ordinary housewife pays to a power
company in proportion to the
amount of
Ross said.

President
John Moore
Carol Woodcock
Secretary
Jean Decker
Dorothy Pierce
Junior Representative
(Vote for one man and one
woman)
Fred Momenthy
Ray Mutter
Patricia Scheuerman
Cynthia Spitz

Men's Ballot
STUDENT COUNCIL

1952
President
Robert Cagenello
Richard Trenholm
Vice-President
Thomas McGann
Richard Prince
Secretary
Florence Dixon
Ruth Potter
Treasurer
Nathaniel Boone
Clarice Cornforth
1953
President
Alan Goddard
Robert Lennon
Vice-President
Charles Bucknam
Walter Stover
Secretary
Alice Huntingdon
Dorothy Wikoff
Treasurer
Donald Barrios
James Moody

Dogberry and guard form low comedy crew in "Much Ado"

Debate Squad To Send Three
To Rhode Island "Congress"

President
Florence Dixon
Ruth Potter
Vice-President
Margaret Fox
Alice Huntington
Secretary-Treasurer
Elsa Buschner
Dorothy Wood

Courtesy

Service

You've Tried the Rest,

Now Try

the

Best!

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.

(Vote for one for each office)
President
Constance Fales
Helen Kibler
Vice-President
Elizabeth Driscoll
Elaine Gifford
Mary Newton
Secretary
Leona Davis
Joyce Glasnapp
Shirley Hendricks

Quality

Tel. 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

..RITZ..
Theatre

Sun., Mon., Tues.
Mar. 18, 19,
MY BLUE HEAVEN
NIGHT AND THE CITY

Not Authorized To Make
Statements
Mr. Ross said he is not authorized
to make public statements to the
student body regarding financial
matters, and intimated that even if
>e were authorized to do so, he
doesn't think it's any of their busness. He said the administration is
under the complete supervision of
the board of trustees and that all
figures are gone over regularly by
an auditor.

THEATRES

EMPIRE

STRAND

AUBURN

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Wed., Thurs.
Mar. 14, 15
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
EMERGENCY WEDDING
Mar. 15-16-17
March 14; 15, 16, 17
Larry Parks, Barbara Hale
MAD WEDNESDAY
BORN YESTERDAY
CUBAN FIREBALL
Harold Lloyd
Fri., Sat.
Mar. 16, 17
- with TRIPOLI
Judy Holliday Roderick Crawford
Fri., Sat. only, 5 Acts Vaudeville
Maureen O'Hara, John Payne
17
William Holden
Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
THE TEXAN MEETS
CALAMITY JANE
Mar. 18-19-20-21
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Evelyn Ankers, James Ellison
MASSACRE
HILL
March 18, 19, 20
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Mar. 18, 19, 20
MRS. O'MALLEY AND
Rift Rafferty
20
SEPTEMBER AFFAIR
MR. MELONE TOP SERGEANT MULLIGAN
- with Marjorie Main, James Whitmore
Nat Pendleton
Joan Fontaine
Joseph Cotton
MISSING WOMEN

Wed., Thuti.
Mar. 14, 15
STEEL HELMET
FINGERPRINTS DON'T LIE
Fri., Sat.
Mar. 16,
EAGLE AND THE HAWK
DEADLY AS A FEMALE

Calculations and investigations
concerning college finances are
■better left to those who are supposedly expert in the field, rather
than to amateur surveys by unqualified students, Mr. Ross said. He
added that it 'has been only in the
past few years that mass protests
and expressions of suspicion have
been prevalent. He said the bursar s
office goes out of its way to be fair
to all students and that the present
system of itemizing the semester
Inll is more accurate and reasonable
than the lump sum method which
is used in most other colleges. At
the same time, he said, it involves
a great deal more work and subjects college administrators to many
more complaints

The Bates debate squad will again who is in charge of the trip, will be
send representatives to the Rhode delegate to the committee on United
Island Model Congress, which will States policy. Beverly Bragdon is
assigned to the Japanese treaty polbe held this weekend at Rhode Isicy group while Eugene Gilmartin
land State College. The theme this
will be representative to the comyear will be: "The United States
mittee on Chinese foreign policy.
and world affairs".
Finally, Donald B. Peck will be on
The delegates to the congress will tne atomic bomb policy committee.
be divided into committees, each Each committee will take a stand on
Mr. Ross did say, however, that
having its particular topic of dis- its topic of discussion, and subcussion. Marie Gerrish will be dele- mit their plan at the senate meeting, he is perfectly willing to discuss
gate to the conflnittee on German which will be held Saturday after- specific cases with the persons concerned at anv time.
foreign policy. Stanley Patterson, noon.

Club Ballots

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Mr.

that resulted in a waste in expense
which, combined with a high number of complaints to the Central
Maine Power Company, resulted in
turning over most of the electricity
distribution on the campus directly
to the college several years ago, Mr.
said, and to assume that the bills Ross said.
include other campus buildings is
ridiculous.
An independent survey taken in
the last two weeks had revealed that
When it appears that the power
women's rates were much lower
burned by an individual room or
than for men for last semester. The
floor is unusually high, the meter
highest individual charge reported
readings are double-checked. Mispaid by women was $4, and a few
takes are seldom made, although
women's electricity bills came out
some arc inevitable, Mr. Ross into nothing. The highest individual
dicated.
men's bill, on the other hand, was
$6 and the lowest reported was
Basis Different For Girls
$1.53. The highest total charge for
The electricity charges for wo- a men's room reported was $20.60.
men are on an "entirely different Resents Student Investigations
basis." Mr. Ross said, resulting in
lower rates on the average. Meters
Mr. Ross expressed resentment of
in some of the houses are main- such student-run inquests, which
tained directly by the power com- included almost completely fruitless
pany. The power company used to trips to the power company office,
maintain meters in each room in calling investigations of this sort
Parker Hall. Mr. Ross said, but "pretty small peanuts." He said
that if any student didn't hav~
enough faith in a college official to
trust him of not attempting to cheat
the student body financially, that
student should not be in college.

The Watch Watches

Senior Representative
(Vote for four: circle one of the
four for president)
Nathaniel Boone
Robert Cagenello
Thomas Gordon
Prescott Harris
Thomas McGann
John Moore
Richard Prince^
1954
Richard Trenholm
President
Junior Representative
Richard Melville
(Vote for three; circle one of the
Clyde Swiszewski
three for Secretary-Treasurer)
Vice-President
Charles Bucknam
Charles Calcagni
Alan Goddard
William Laird
• David Howie
Secretary
Robert Lcnnon
Sally Reisner
James Moody
Nancy Walker
Walter Stover
Treasurer
Sophomore Representatives
Richard Bergquist
(Vote for two)
Roy Craven
Edward Halpert
Peter Knapp
Richard Melville
LAMBDA ALPHA
Clyde Swiszewski

Women's Ballot

power consumed,

Right Proportion Arrived At
Two meters on every floor of tinmen's dorms, one of which can be
switched into individual rooms for
given periods, determine how much
electricity is burned by the floor
and also by each room in proportion to other rooms on the floor.
The proportion is arrived at further
by adding up the total wattage carried by the lights and appliances in
each room. One dollar per semes-

Class Ballots .

PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION

The college pays 1.6 cents for
ter is charged for each radio, and
"raw electricity" delivered to a
25 cents for each electric clock.
master meter, and from there the There are other fixed charges for
college distributes the
power certain appliances.
through an intricate wiring; system
Students pay only for electricity
and its own meters to all the cam- consumed in their rooms, Mr. Ross
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Agenda
Schaeffer Gives Praise
Merrill Nearis MeetingStu-C
tonight in the Conference
To State Beliefs Room of Roger Williams Hall at For Play Assistance
Schacffer, faculty advisor of
At CA Meeting 6:30.1. Dean Harry Rowc's reaction theMiss
Robinson Players, would like to
The C.A. Faith Commission will
hold its regular meeting on March
20 in the Women's Union. A discussion on the topic "What Do We Believe?" will feature the meeting.
The main speaker of the evening
will 'be Merrill Nearis, who will give
the essences of his beliefs and then
defend them against arguments from
the floor. John McDuffie will be the
discussion chairman.
The devotional service will be in
charge of Carol Hollingworth.

to the freshman separation poll.
express her appreciation to all those
2. I'iano communique.
who contrilmted to the success of
3 Report on Sports Dinner.
•Much Ado About Nothing."
4. Results, if any, of the elecThe Shakespearean play was
tricity bill inquiry.
produced by the campus theatrical
group last week. The costuming of
the period piece was elaborate, and
1. Report of conference planning involved much needlework. Miss
SchaeflVr would particularly like to
committee.
2. Discussion of tentative co-ed thank the faculty wives for theb
help in this respect.
coffee.

Stu-G Agenda

r

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 15...THE LONG-WATTLED
UMBRELLA BIRD

Dormitory Assignments
And Proctors Announced
Martha Rayder. Stu-G president,
has announced tentative dormitory
alignments for next year's proctors. If it should be necessary to
open additional dorms io women,
Last Sunday three cars full of these assignments will be subject to
skier> made an all day trip tc change.
Jackson, N. H. They spent the day
The first proctor mentioned for
at Black Mt., making use of the
each
dorm will be the house presirope tow and T-Bar lift.
dent, and a member of the Stu-G
The Bates Outing Club sponsored board. Listed second are the vicethe trip and paid for the skiers
presidents:
ransportation. The Outing Club
Rand, Judy Nevers and Jean
was also' able to get them grouo
Fletcher;
Chase, Cynthia Parsons
ntes at Black Mt. This was the second Sunday ski trip of the season. and Marie Gerrish; Cheney, Margaret Fox and Lucille Higgins;
Frye Street, Cynthia Spitz and Patricia Scheuerman; Hacker, Marlene Ulmer and Dorothy Wikoff:
Attorney Phil Isaacson, Esq.
Milliken. Marguerite Thoburn and
of Lewiston will lead a discussion of "Minor Criminal OfXorma Sturtevant.
fenses and Sex Crimes" at the
Mitchell, Mary Lewis and Kathnext meeting of the Bates Barliin Kirschbaum: Roger Williams,
risters this Sunday evening at
Alice Huntington and Sally Bid7 p.m. in the Roger Bill Conwell; Whittier, Grace Kllinwood
ference Room All members are
and Nancy Lowd: Wilson, Beverly
urged to attend, as elections of
Brandon :and Aphrodite Doukas
next year's officers will be held
Women's Onion, Artemis Spanos
at this time. Prospective memand Mary Van Volkenburgh.
bers are also invited.

Ski On Snow
At Black ML

Notice

JACKETS
SPORTSWEAR

WARDS
jVARD
DIAL

4-7371

Our Butter-Soft
CORDUROY JACKET . . . $16.95

"They must think
I don't have enough sense
to get out oj the rain!"

I t made L. W. madder than a wet hen when they
asked him to judge cigarette mildness by taking one puff, one huff, one whiff or
one sniff. Our common sense friend enjoys a good smoke too^ much ever to
settle on any brand in such a snap-judgment way! For him and for millions
like him, there's only one convincing way to test cigarette mildness.
It's the Sensible Test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke
—on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments

Here's a jacket to add sparkle to your Spring and Summer

needed! After you've enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—

costumes. Made of the finest fine-ribbed, butter-soft Merri-

for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste),
we believe you will know why . . .

mac corduroy. Fully lined, masterfully tailored with deep
pockets; elasticized back for perfect fit; belted all around;
buttoned with brilliance in white pearline; and the colors
are beautiful!

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!

3«H

Only $16.95.

Colors: MAIZE, AQUA, SHRIMP CORAL, RED
Sizes: 10 to 20
Of Course You May Use Your Bates Charge Account
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Editorials
Bates And Communism
A Bates graduate of 1950, back on the campus recently, suggested
that one of the. main faults with the educational system here is its
deficiency in preparine students to offer effective arguments against
Communism.
Now in graduate school, this student has found himself rooming
with a dyed-in-the-wool Marxist, and despite the fact that he very
recently completed a four-year liberal education here, he has found
that this Marxist is able to talk circles around him, completely
baffling him on many points.

Letters To The Editor

Square Dance
To the Editor of the STUDENT:
Thanks to the large turnout at
the square dance Jan. 20, the Ohase
Hall Committee is giving an Irish
square dance this Saturday, St.
Patrick's Day. Many stags came
last time. We will walk through all
the dances as we did before. There
will he some special Irish folk and
square dances. Mr. Friend will teach
some new folk dances.
I thank you all for your cooperation in making the January dance a
success. We'll be looking for all true
Irishmen at Chase Hall Saturday at
8:30 p. m. Orangemen please use
the side door. Free admission.
Dick Packard

CA Answers Critics
To the F.ditor of the STUDENT. service organization, to provide opA word of clarification about the portunity for students to work witn
SCM conference two weeks ago is and for others, believing that deii: order. By its very nature, it had nominational differences do not proto deal with the problems which hibit cooperation in areas of comface us, as Christians, in the pres- munity and campus service, politics,
ent crisis. The speakers were chos- and freshman orientation. In the
en by the planning committee be- areas of faith, denominational difcause they had something to offer ferences can not nor should be igwhich would provoke further nored. Bates, as a Christian college
thought and consideration from in the protestant tradition, through
those attending, not on the basis of its series of lectures and chapel
similarity of views with the dele- services is attempting to fulfill this
gates. The delegates have opportu- belief. The CA is seeking to fulfill
nity to discuss with others and with its purpose, that through study, disthe. leaders, who are men well cussion, and cooperation, students
versed in their field, and there is may be led to a fuller understanding
adequate opportunity, at the con- of the will of God through an underference, to register criticism of that standing of the life and teachfcigs of
particular conference, not only to Christ.
The Bates Christian Association,
the co-chairmen, the staff of the
SCM. but to members of that con- an autonomous organization within
ference planning committee. The the framework of regional, national.
only one of the four signers who at- and world student Christian organtended the conference served as a izations, gives students an opportunity to critically evaluate the sitmember of this committee.
The very attitudes exnressed and uation which faces them, the speakdiscussion carried on, at the con- ers they hear, and the beliefs they
ference, showed very plainly that hold, in order to develop a concern
Christians are expected to speak not or all peoples and nations which
only as 'sociologists, politicians, goes beyond mere ethnocentrism.
It should be noted, that the varitnd students interested in international affairs," but also as Chris- ou statements appearing last weeK
tians in a secular state.
were removed from context by one
The Student Christian Movement | student who attended the conferis a broadly Christian organization ence, and supported by three who
which, with the Bates CA, an in- did not hear them presented. Howtegral part of it, neither can nor ever, those four were expressing
seeks to "represent" the entire stu- their own ideas and opinions taking
dent body or student movement. It full advantage of the fact that they
is a medium, through which stu- can speak without fearing indictdents may express and clarity their ment. Let us not. in any way. curb
this 'heritage which underlies any
own ideas and opinions.
On the campus, the Bates CA Christian movement.
Peg Moulton
attempts, through a broadly social

This is not right. Probably many other Bates graduates are
running into the same problem. Is anything being done about it,
and can anything further be done?
Political opinions on the Bates campus run the gamut from extreme conservatism to an almost violent Liberalism, verging, perhaps
on a very light shade of pink. But every student, faculty member,
and administrator, at least those of American birth or upbringing,
have been brought up and are deeply steeped in Western political
liberalism based on constitutional government, (he dignity of the
individual, civil rights, and the rule of the people. It is extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for them to conceive of anything else,
much less advocate anything else.
To the Editor of the STUDENT:
At the risk of becoming repetiBut believe it or not, the Bates campus is not a precise duplicate
of the outside world in this respect. There are Communists in the tious, I would like again to take
United Slates. They're in labor unions, universities, organizations a :>tand for a cause greater than the
of various sorts, and many varied activities. Sooner or later you're immediate expediency of containbound to meet up with one. or maybe a whole group. When you do, ing communism. Equally repetitious
you'll probably find yourself a pretty bewildered and flustered per- and tiresome, however, is the arguson if it ever comes to an argument. You may even get talked into ment as re-voiced by Bob Jones in
going down the line yourself.
his otherwise rather fine chapel
There are a few things to keep in mind in raising the question speech in which he said we cannot
of how liberal education can best adopt itself to meeting the chal- rely on the United Nations at this
time.
lenge of Communism.
For one thing, it must be constantly kept in mind that there is Containing communism is merely
a vast difference between Marxism and the Russian brand of postponing the next war (and is it
totalitarianism now in existence. Both are hard for the American inconceivable to think of Russia
mind to comprehend, but h would be well to know the differences fighting witli us in a future war?)
and similarities, and to know exactly what American Communists unless along with our policy of containment we also realistically devel-'
are arguing for.
op
an international system of enThe biggest danger in our own thinking, and also probably one
of the greatest dangers to our individual liberties that exists today, forceable law. Bob Jones said the
is guilt by association. This was brought out by Prof. Kirtlcy U.N. was ineffective. He is right.
Mather's speech on this campus during Political Emphasis Week, And it is for that very reason we
in which he charged that simply being on the mailing list of any should not by-pas the U.N. or use it
of 600 organizations listed by the House Committee on only wher. it is to our selfish adUn-American Activities can be the cause of a personal investigation. vantage, but we should revis* and
One other thing to keep in mind is that it is very possible that strengthen it.
As students let's face it and act
the liberal (note small 1") thinker can have no answer to the
person arguing for Communism, since by its very nature, a demo- now. It should be quite obvious to
cratic system presupposes an open mind to all sides of any system, us at Bates that when you get to
(Founded in 1873)
while a totalitarian system of any sort does not. It is extremely im- Korea it's too late.
EDITORIAL STAFF
Rich Trenholm
portant that a student be able to see this difficulty and overcome it
if possible.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Charles Clark 'SI
We do not advocate an influx of Communist students and proMANAGING EDITOR
SENIOR EDITOR
fessors on the campus in order to stimulate discussion. We can do
Betty Dagdigian '51
Richard Nair '51
just as wel! without them. We do think, however, that more delibASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
Anne Blaisdell '52
erate attempts should be made to secure speakers who are known To the Editor of the STUDENT:
Edmund Bashista '51
Communist*; or fellow-travelers. That way we can get the gist of
Please pardon my—uh—sacrilege, NEWS EDITOR ■■■■■
Jean MacKinnon '52
their arguments. If we can sit through a speech given by some but if I may (gulpI inject a word COPY KDITOR
Jean Johnson '51
such person without losing our heads and learn to ask intelligent at this point, I'd—ah—like to say FEATURE EDITOR
SPORTS EDITORS
questions afterward, and know whether or not we are being given that several recent chapeis have
Joel Price '51
Robert Purinton '51
satisfactory answers, we have won half the battle. Non-Communist been rather — uh, er — boring. Ot
Joan McCurdy '51
authorities on aims and methods of the party would also be good course I realize that the purpose of MAKE-UP EDITOR
Kathleen Kirschbaum '53
bets. Some efforts have been made along these lines already, with these thrice-weekly chapel periods ASSISTANT MAKE-UP EDITOR
fair results.
MAKE-UP STAFF
is not primarily to entertain, but ra
Carolyn Easton '53, Betty Georges '53, Irene Lawrence '53
Perhaps more important, what about our educational system it- ther to—to — well, you tell me. it
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITORS
self? The government department docs a good job in its political really makes little difference what
Raymond Sennett '51, Carolyn Wells '51, Richard Goldman '52, Ruth
theory and foreign government courses. But not everyone is a gov- the purpose is; whether chapel is Russell '52, Warren Carroll '53, Seymour Coopersmith '53, John Rippey
ernment major. Core government is required of everyone, but a one- designed to inform, persuade, or en- '53, Barbara Wallace '53
Robert Hayes '51
semester course in which no more than a couple of weeks can be tertain, it fails to do any of these STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
James Leamon 53
devoted to Communism is obviously not adequate to teach every- when the students are too bored to STAFF CARTOONIST
STAFF REPORTERS
thing a liberally-educated person should know about the other guy's listen.
Ralph Cate '51, Arthur Hutchinson '51, Pete Carsley '52, Sally Haynes
arguments.
The other morning I was sitting '52, Marjorie Joerger '52, Nancy Kosinski '52, Mary Edge Leckemby
In cultural heritage, seniors spend a total of two weeks or so on in clrapel staring aAhe speaker, and '52, Ruth Parr '52, Caroline Rothstein '52, Edwin Swain '52, Carol
various aspects of Marxism and other forms of totalitarianism, and I suddenliv asked myself, "Now Anderson '53, Bruce Chandler '53, Molly Cutts '53, Aphrodite Doukas
an attempt is made to consider every subject that comes up during what the devil has he been mum- '53, John Ebert '53, Alan Hakes '53, Gordon D. Hall '53, Nancy Hamlin '53, Fredrika Kilbourn '53, Robert Kolovson '53, John McDuffie '53,
the two years in the light of present-day problems.
bling about for the past ten minutes Cynthia Parsons '53, Robert Rubinstein '53, Phyllis Sawyer '53, Martha
A good example of the wrong approach in American education is up there?" I couldn't for the life of Schoman '53, Barbara Swett '53, Ray Zelcli '53, John Barlow '54, Eddy
afforded by a pamphlet entitled "100 Things You Should Know me come up with an answer, so i Blackledge '54, Margaret Brown '54, Marc Brownstein '54, William
About Communism", published by the Committee on Un-American asked someone seated nearby. She Davenport '54, Rosemary Feck '54, Lois Johnson '54, Peter Knapp '54,
Manion '54, Arthur Parker '54, Louis Rose '54, Roger
Activities. The booklet takes the form of a catechism on what is said she didn't know, she was too Constance
Schmutz '54, George Whitbeck '54, Faith Whiting '54
wrong with Communism from an angle just as bigoted and one-sided busy doing her Cult.
\
BUSINESS STAFF
as Lenin, Stalin, or Hitler ever were. It deals in half-truths and iu
BUSINESS MANAGER
The speaker pulled a "joke". A
blacks and whites.
Constance Moulton '52
The first question in the book, for example is, logically enough, minority of us felt sorry for the CIRCULATION MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGERS
poor guy, so we grunted -back at
Robert Davis '51
Nancy Lixcom "52, Robert Atkins '51
"What is Communism?" The prescribed answer is, "A system by
him in appreciation. The total reADVERTISING STAFF
which one small group seeks to rule the world." A tremendous
sponse so:>nded like the wailing of Margery Schumacher '52, Alice Huntington '53, Cynthia Parsons '53
answer to offer a confirmed Marxist. Another example: "Then a
a dying hippopotamus. Let's face
John Ebert '53
'Bolshevick' and a 'Communist' are the same thing in meaning,
it; chapel docs -have a funereal atCIRCULATION
STAFF
aren't they. Yes, and they are bad news for everybody else." That's
James Balentine '51, Robert Dean '51, Harvey Goddard '51, Richard
not only an absolute falsehood, but it's a helluva way of putting it. mosphere.
A few minutes later the speaker Westphal '51, Ralph Azinger -'52, Fred Mansfield '52, John Manter '52,
Our problem is to find the way in which our educational system
John Moore '52, James Moody '53
can best combat un-American philosophies and idealogies, without happened to take a rather long
pause
between
sentences,
and
an
inPublished weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College during the college year.
resorting to truly un-American and undemocratic tactics. We're not
4-8621 (Sundays only). Printed by the Auburn Free Presa,
making much of an attempt to answer it, but perhaps raising the attentive sophomore, thinking cha- Telephone
99 Main Street, Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewsstoii
question can do some good and stimulate a little thought both in pel was over at last, slammed his Post Office Jan. 30, 1913, under the act of March 3, 1879. A member at
(Continued from page four)
student and in teaching circles.
the Associated Collegiate Press.
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Letters To The Editor

the speaker hasn't already done it
for you.

(Continued on page five)
7. Observe the "regressive disin.psych book shut, and got up to tegration" ol the students' interest.
leave. He came to just in time. .In a 8. Think up prankish letters to the
similar frame of mind last Wednes- editor of the STUDENT.
• day, I completely forgot where I
There are also a few "don'ts" of
.was, and pulled out a cigarette. Forwhich
I'd like to warn you:
tunately I didn't have a match.
1. Don't study during chapel peThe speaker finished. The freshmen applauded. The sophomores got riods. You won't accomplish anytheir books into shape. The juniors thing—it's hard to concentrate when
woke up. Everybody was tense, pre- some inconsiderate prof up on the
pared to make the -mad rush for platform insists on spieling away
freedom! The organ blatted a mon- endlessly. Besides, there is a time
strous chord, and the congregation and place for everything.
gushed from the pews. (That big
2. Don't fall asleep. If you do,
"blah" from the organ has the same your sweet dreams will probi'-ly be
effect as a good swift jab in the disturbed by an alarm clock. Beposterior with a hatpin.) Anyway* sides, you might talk in your sleep
another chnpel program ended.
and annoy those who are trying to
However my point in this letter is study. And who knows what nasty
this: chapel need not be such an or- word you might come out with?
deal; in fact I have discovered ways
3. Don't yawn. This gives people
to make it even more fun than read- the impression that you are bored.
ing Webster's dictionary. Let int.
4. Don't talk. There is a time and
list several .suggestions:
place for everything.
1. Point vour nose in the general
5. Don't cough or blow your nose.
direction of the speaker. This at
least shows some courtesy on youi There is a time and place for everypart, and you can still let your eyes thing.
wander.
6. Don't co-educate. There is a
2. Analyze the speaker. How are time, at least, for everything.
his gestures? Is he talking loudly
7. At the end of the program,
enough? What language "is he don't leap from your seat the very
speaking? (re:*-"spritchul d'cay"). instant you hear that first crashing
Does he seem interested in what he chord of the organ. Sit there awhile
is saying?
and prove to yourself and others
3. Study the architecture of the that you can endure another ten
chapel. Observe its essential Gothic seconds of this repressed agitation
character. How does it difTei from known as chapel.
the Romanesque style? From the
To summarize then: We have a
1'arthenon? From the Blue Goose?
problem—boredom in chapel. Bore4. Study the stained-glass win- dom is a simple, human reaction to
dows. How do they differ from the complex, Liiti-human practices. The
1951 Varga calendar?
only solution I see is another Very
5. Count the number of organ human reaction—chuckle your wayout of it.
pipes in back of the choir.
John Davenport
6. Try hypnotizing yourself, if

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

The.

HUNT
ROOM

Candidates Compete In Race
For All College Presi
By Dick Goldman

Don't forget Pops this weekend!
Guess they have a real good program planned from the looks of
things. And the refreshments are
going to conform to popular taste.
You don't suppose . . . neverl
Orchids to Min Schaeffer and her
cast for an excellent production.
We're sure the "Bard of Avon"
would approve. Such magnificent
costumes and sets we never did see.
BRAVO!
Congrats to our new proctors.
Now that the list is out. we ait
sure that everyone is pleased witn
the selection. Good luck, kids . . .
and remember that a good proctor
must be willing to roll up her
sleeves tor . . . anything?
Big news! Suppose that everyone
has heard that Dody Atkins
and Mr. Norton are now married.
Gee, do you think that if we played
the violin we'd have any offers?
Things have come to a pretty
poor pass when our Rand gals have
to throw pebbles at the windows to
get in at night. What's the matter,
fire escape getting rusty?
Got the wora that the Frye
Street Women (get that word) had
a little trouble with some brazen,
boisterous Bowdoin boys last Saturday night. We just want to knov
if it's the appeal of the house or the
well developed personalities of the
girls that attracted them.
Understand that one little girl got
the evil eye from the doctor for
disobeying orders. A fate WOTSi'
than death, eh, Molly? Well, at
least the hospital has visiting hours,
but was a finesse worth it?
By the by, Bob Cagenello just
peared over our shrunken shoulders
and wishes to pass the glad tidings
to the waiting world that his parents have finally taken out papers
for him. Hail and farewell. John the
. . uh . . villain!
Must keep rolling along!
URA NUT and DON' D. XYATT

Elm Hotel
Auburn
DINE AND DAN CE
EXCELLENT FOOD
THE BEST OF MUSIC
Meals 75c-95c Served Daily including Sunday

WHY NOT BRING BACK TO YOUR DORM SOME

of

Glenwood Bakery's
PEACHY PARCELS OF POTENT PASTRY
PIES PARTICULARLY PLEASING
„

POPOVER - PATRONS, NOW?
10 PARK STREET - RIGHT OFF MAIN STREET

DRY CLEANSING

Drop Into

SERVICE

SHERATON'S
RESTAURANT
Anytime

INCORPORATED

CLEANSERS A FURRIERS
Agent
Dorothy Fryer
Rand Hall

Call & Del
Tel
4-7326

FOR THE BEST
IN FOODS
RIGHT ON
DOWNTOWN MAIN ST.

/<'■' ir/i'una yaoa^unt
You are invited to visit a Katharine Gibbs School during your
vacation. See for yourself the
pleasant, stimulating atmosphere
in which young women are taught
secretarial skills. You are welcome
any time. No appointment necessary. And no obligation, of course.

Who is running for office?
Next Monday, when Bates takfj
to the polls in the annual all-college
elections, students will be confronted with ballots harboring a lengthy
list of candidates seeking positions
in the numerous campus organizations.
Many of the names will be recognizable ; however, even in a college
as small as Bates, the identity of
some of the upperclassmen competing for positions will not be known.
In an effort to familiarize the students with the major office seekers,
brief summaries of the candidates'
campus activities follow.
Student Council
Eight members of the class of
1952 are in a contest for four positions, available for seniors, on the
Student Council. All eight men are
eligible for the presidency.
A veteran class officer, Nathaniel
Boone has served three.years in the
position of class treasurer. He has
been a member of the varsity football team and track squad for t.te
past two years. Boone is also active
in the Choral Society and the CA
Campus Service Commission.
Robert Cagenello was class president during his first two years at
Bates. A member of the George
Colby Chase Lecture Committee,
Cagenello served on the Stu-C this
year. He is a member of the concert band and is also student leader of the football band. Cagenello
participated in the presentation of
recent Robinson Players' productions. He was a member of the track
squad and is a proctor in Fast Parker Hall.
Clifford Gordon Is an active
member of the vJordan Ramsdell
Scientific Society.
A member of Stu-C the past two
years. Prescott Harris served as
secretary-treasurer of the organization year. Harris plays varsity basketball and baseball.
Thomas McGann is also a member of the Student .Council and has
held the position of vice-president
of the class of 1952 during his sophomore and junior years.
John Moore, a varsity debater,
served on the Publishing Association this past year. He was cochairman of the biology- division of
the recent Biennial Science Exhibition. Moore is an assistant in the
biology department.
An Outing Club Council member. Richard Prince has been base-

The Colonial Lunch

For illustrated catalog.
address College Course Dean

fialKanne Ljibbj

ball manager for three years. He is
a member of the Young Republican
club, and is serving as chairman of
the Ivy Hop Committee.
Richard Trenholm is a member
of the CA Public Affairs Commission. He is vice-president of the
World Government Club and has
managed the track squad for three
years.
Student Government
There are two candidates for the
position of president of the Women's Student Government. Both
are members of the class of 1952.
Florence Dixon is active in the
Robinson Players. She has served
as a proctor in Wilson House, and
was class secretary this past year.
Florence is also a member of the
Women's Athletic Association.
President of her class this year,
Ruth Potter is a proctor in Roger
Bill. She has-been a member of the
Choral Society for two years and
was class secretary during her
freshman and sophomore years.
Christian Association
The Christian Association has
nominated two candidates to compete for the position of president.
James Pirie has served as treasurer of the CA this past year. He
is a member of the Christian Service Club and also is active in the
Choral Society.
Arthur Thurber, a transfer student, has served on the CA Public
Affairs Commission.
Outing Club
Two members of the class of 1952
are candidates for the presidency of
the Outing Club.
John Blake is co-director of publicity for this organization at the
present time. He is secretary-treasurer for the French Club and participated in cross-country track contests this year and during his freshman year.
Co-director of the winter carnival, Alan Glass is also co-director of
hikes for the Outing Club. He has
been a member of the Chase Hall
Committee for two years, and
serves as chairman of the organization this year. Glass was baseball
manager for two seasons.
Woman's Athletic Association
Two candidates from the class of
1952 arc running for president of
WAA.
Jean Fletcher, proctor at Frye
Street House, is a member of the
WAA Board. Active in WAA ath(Continued on page eight)
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League Lead Is Roger Bill Topples Chase
Still Undecided;
Parker, JB Tie In WAA Hoop Play-offs
By Joel Price
As promised last week, today's
column will feature, for the third
successive year, the annual "Price
Tags" All-Opponent Team selected
by members of the Bates varsity
basketball team. Without wasting
any further words, let's list the
team:

operative. For one guard position
the players selected Rhode Island's
Johnny Mitchell. The five-foot-nine
captain of the Rhodies gave perhaps
the best all-around exhibition of
dribbling, playmaking, and ballhandling in general plus fine floor
generalship that was seen at the
Alumni Gymnasium all MMQ".

As of the final game of the second
round, the league leadership was undecided.
Previously
undefeated
Parker lost two games and unbeaten
J. B. was upset by Off Campus.
Parker had a close call with the
bachelors on Monday as they came
too close to being on the wrong end
of a 57-55 decision. Don Hamilton
led the frosh with 21.points while
Gerry Condon led Bardwell with
his 15.
On Wednesday, South ran up
the second round high score as they
dealt Middle a 89-67 defeat. Tony
Rotundo broke the record for individual scoring in a single game
for the second round with his 34
points. Bill Scarles of Middle wasn't
far behind with 28. Sampsonville
held on to their half time lead to
beat North by a 50-39 count. Mike
Stephanian
took
high-scoring
honors.

First Team
Colby's Teddy Shiro fills out the
George Vasil, Clark
other guard slot, for the third sucBart Lavin, St. Anaelms
cessive season. The playmaker of
Fred Congleton, R. I. State
the State Champions, Shiro tallied
Johnny Mitchell, R. I. State 11, 25 and 16 in three outings
Teddy Shiro, Colby
against the Bobcats, an average of
Second Team
17.3. His foul shooting was remarkL.F. BiU Baird, K. I. State
able as he converted 17 out of 21
R.F. Roland Nagle, Colby
for 81%. A specialist in driving layC.
Bob Gordon, New Hampshire ups, Shiro received honorable menL.G. BUI O'Connor, St. Anaelms
tion on the Collier's AU-American
R.F. Percy Johnson, Hofstra
team, was selected as a starter on
Honorable Mentions—Larry Ma- the All-New England quintet.
haney and Bob Churchill, Maine;
Theoretically speaking, Shiro by Parker, J.B. Fight For Lead
Tel Lallier and Frank Piancentini virtue of receiving the most votes
The battle for first place came on
Colby; Norm Hubley, Bowdoin; which, incidentally was one more Thursday as Parker met J.B. DurCharlie
Stewart, Rhode
Island than Mitchell, should be captain of ing the first half, the game was exState.
the team. However, cocky Shiro has tremely close until toward the end
Before progressing any further, it no more chance of being captain when Parker pulled away to a 31should be stated here that both Fred than he does of making Phi Beta 26 margin. They lengthened it at
Congleton and Bill Baird of Rhodi Kappa, so let's make Johnny Mitch- the start of the second half, but
Island State received the same ell honorary captain of the quintet. then J.B. began to close the gap
number of votes. Noticing that none Looking over the team as a whole and passed Parker to lead by one
of the other four members of the we find that while it appears lacking point. Hamilton stole the ball away
first team were over six-feet, I arbi- in height, speed, scrap and all- to put Parker ahead by one with
trarily placed the six-foot-three around ability seem to amply com- less than a minute to play, but J.B.
Congleton over teammate Baird. pensate.
came right back in the person ol
However, vou're welcome to switch
Since space seems to be running Dick Berry to win 53-52. Dave Harit around the other way if you so out on me. I'll have to skim through bison led the individual performdesire.
the second team. Bill Baird is a ers with 20 points. In the second
Now let's take a quick rundown jump shot artist who caged 10 out of game the townmen outlasted Bardof the two teams to see how the 19 attempts in his Lewiston appear- well for a 49-37 decision.
respective members fared against ance. He concluded with 21 points.
Parker made it two in a row on
the Bobcats. George Vasil is the Roland Nagle is vital in the conFriday as they were downed to the
all-time high scorer in the history trolling of the offensive and defentune of 70-60 by North and Hilof Clark University. His 23 points, sive backboards for Colby. A sophdreth. Hildrctli finished his secon
many of them produced by unor- omore and a vastly improved play round activities with 32 points to
thodox driving layups, afforded the er over the course of the season,
give him a grand total of 148. Oil
Cats many anxious moments down Nagle has yet to realize his full poCampus remained in winning ways
at the Worcester institution. Bart tentialities Bob Gordon, just recentas they handed Middle a 74-68 deLavin was the sparkplug of the St. ly elected co-captain of New Hampfeat
Anselms quintet that rallied to nip shire in 1951-52, was brilliant in the
(Continued on page seven)
the Garnet, 67-64. Lavin netted nine Bates tilt as a varied assortment of
out of 19 floor attempts plus three
hook shots netted him 20 counters
free throws for a total of 21 points. and gave his club a one-point vic- For That . . .
A high-class "fancy Dan" ballhan- tory.
EVENING SNACK
dler, Lavin sported one of the pretBill O'Connor of St. Anselms was
tiest jump shots seen all year.
a first team choice last year, but an
Sophomore Fred Congleton of olf-night against the Cats this year
Rhode Island put on a brilliant ex- dropped him a notch. The real keyThree minutes from Campus
hibition oi inside shooting, sinking to the Saints' success this season,
nine out of 16 floor tries and four and incidentally their high scorer
95 ELM ST.
out of five foul shots to wind up over the last two years, O'Connor
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
with 22 points. Ultra-springy legs can hit consistently, both from th'e
and a beautiful ambidextrous hook outside and the inside, and is a trePhone 2-5612
shot particularly distinguished this
(Continued on page eight)
L.F.
R.F.
C.
L.G.
R.G.

By Phyl Sawyer

The WAA wound up its basketball season last week with the tourney from which Roger Bill, team
two,

emerged

as

champion.

The

playoffs were held between Whittier
and Chase, and Roger Bill and
Rand, team two. In the finals
Thursday

night

Roger

BiU

and

Chase battled it out for the championship. Fryc Street, which was
also eligible for the playoffs, was
forced to forfeit its place because'
a majority of the team was out
with the flu.
Chase Wins First Playoff
In the first of the playoffs, Monday night. Chase outpointed Whittier. 21 o. The game got underway
slowly as both teams had trouble
finding the basket. The first quarter
ended with a 2-2 tie. In the remaindcd of the half, the shooting was not
much better, but Chase managed to
eke out a 5-4 lead before the hall
ended. Chase, however, suffered the
lost of Denny Denhy who left the
game on fouls. In the third quarter,
Nancy Drexcl sparked her team with
a total of seven points to put Chase
in the lead, 13-6. In the last quarter
Sally Reisncr added six more points
for Chase. Reisner and Drcxel were
'icd for top scoring honors with
eight points each, while Civ Spitz,
also of Chase, contributed five.
Tuesday, Roger Bill came out on
top. 34-29. in a playoff with Rand.
In the first quarter Holly Holhng-

worth piled up points against Rand
to put the Rogers in an early 15-4
lead. The second quarter featured
spectacular playing on the part of
both teams, each matching the other shot for shot, both making a total
of 11 points. In the third quarter
Rand made a strong comeback,
holding Roger Bill to two points
while adding ten to its score. The
quarter ended with Roger Bill still
in the lead, 30-25. At the beginning
of the last quarter. Rand threatened when Nornia Reese made two
quick baskets to put them within
one point of Roger Bill. Mary Jo
Green broke the Rogers' scoring
slump with two points and Hollingworth added to the margin to make
the final score 34-29. Holly Hollingworth was outstanding for Roge
Bill as she made nine baskets and
five three throws for a total ot 24
points. Nornia Reese was high scorer for Rand with 18 markers.
Roger Bill Topples Chase
In the final game. Roger Bill won
over a determined Chase team. 2016. The game proved to be a defensive battle as the guards on both
teams kept the forwards awiv from
the baskets. Nancy Drexel helocd
put Chase into an early 7-5 lead.
with three baskets. By the end of
the half, Roger Rill had rallied to
take the lead, 12-9. In the second
half the teams fought nip and tuck,
with Roger Bill maintaining a lourpoint lead throughout. Holly Hollingworth piled up a total of 13
points for Roger Bill, while Nancy
DICNCI led Chase with six.
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Injuries, Marks Cause
Mediocre Frosh Combine
By George Whitbeck
The freshman basketball team
can be summed up in a few words:
it started off with a great deal of
promise, but the promise never materialized. The team played its most
impressive ball of the season in its
opening game against I.ewiston
High, which it won, 45-40.
Following this opening game, the
team never again displayed a particularly good game. While the club
ended up with a winning 10-5 record, this result doesn't look so good
when the schedule faced is considered. The team split even with a
fairly strong high school, Lewiston;
defeated three rather weak high
schools, Kdward Little. Deering,
and St. Dominic's; swept two not so
hot junior colleges; looked unimpressive against three prep schools:
and was drubbed by both college
freshman teams it played.
Why An Average Season?
What were the reasons for the soso campaign after the auspicious beginning? There were several reasons. The largest, probably, was the
loss aticr two games of their best
player, and perhaps the best on the
campus, Ed Mardigau. Mardigan
had sparked the Lewiston victory.
Another scholastic casualty that
hurt tht team was Don Arnold, who
in the first five games had an average point production of 14.4 per
game. Brymer missed two games for
the same reason.
A couple of injuries and a sickness
coming toeether with the above factors probably caused two losses, the
second Lewiston game and the one
to Higgins Classical. Hugo Usala
came up with a foot injury and Ken
Sargent a leg injury at the same
time that lack Davis was in the infirmary. Usala, a prominent cog in

FAMOUS NAMES
FRANK'S
VAN HEUSEN
STETSON
JANTZEN
SWANK
MALLORY
ALPAGORA
MANHATTAN
And Many Others

FRANK'S
Store For Men
205 Main Street

Lewiston

Coach Hatch's setup, was unable to
return to action.
Just as it looked as if the freshmen could settle back to watch an
unbroken string of losses, new blood
joined the club to help out. First
Ray Moffett and later "Red" Myers
and Bill Michelsen, among others,
bolstered the crew. Ken Sargent
and Brymer rejoined the team in
time to help pull out a game against
Nichols Junior College, 49-47.
After another unimpressive triumph over Edward Little, the frosh
traveled to Waterville to engage the
Colbv freshmen. The result of this
crucial game was a resounding victory for the freshman Mules.
100 Point Score Highlight
One highlight of the season as
far as Bates fans were concerned
was the 100-71 score run upon the
Portland University club. Colby
again visited town, though, and had
little trouble in taking an 86-66 decision. Ore could gather from the
encounter that Colby should have
little difficulty in dominating Bates
in basketball for at least the next
two years, barring draft boards and
other matters.

Intramurals
(Continued from page six)
J.B.'s Postponed Game A Win
The J.B. postponement was
played Saturday afternoon and Oft
Campus continued to mow down
everything in sight as they pulled a
57-41 upset over J.B. Bill
Steele, who lived in J.B. last semester, again led the scorers, this
time with 22. Dave Harbison held
up his end for the J.Bites with 14
points. So this left the championship still up in the air with J:B.
needing another win to clinch mat
ters.
On Monday evening Sampsonville jumped off to a quick lead but
was soon overtaken by J.B. who
went on to win with little trouble
by a 65-58 score. J.B. was never
headed after the first half. Thus
J.B. walked off with second round
honors.
Intercollegiate Golf
There will be a meeting of all
men interested in golf on
Thursday, March 15, at 4:30
p. m. in the Purinton Room in
the Gym.
Spring Football
All men interested in spring
football will meet on Thursday,
March 22 at 4:30 p. m. in the
Purinton Room.

Frosh Scoring Statistics
FROSH INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Player
Games FG
F
Pts.
1. Brymer
13
89
36
214
99
2. Moffett
10
39
21
3. Willsey
15
26
24
76
74
4. Sargent
13
32
10
72
5. Arnold
5
26
20
70
6. Bergquist
13
29
12
7. Davis
8
21
9
51
42
8. Kozak
15
17
8
9. Mk-helson
5
14
5
33
27
10. Myers
8
10
7
11. Mardigan
2
9
7
25
14
12. Burnett
10
7
0
13. Kuapp
6
2
3
7
6
14. Pui.licover
8
1
4
FROSH SCORES
1. Lewiston High 40
Bates 45
2. Deering High 39
Bates 41
3. Edward Little 45
Bates 49
4. Portland J. C. 66
Bates 82
5. St. Dominies 36
Bates 55
6. Lewiston High 50
Bates 40
7. Higgens Classical 75
Bates 42
8. Nichols J. C. 47
Bates 49
9. Edward Little 32
Bates 40
10. Colby Frosh 89
Bates 65
11. Coburn Classical 39
Bates 43
12. Brandeis Frosh 66
Bates 50
13. Portland University 71
Bates 100
14. Colby Frosh 86
Bates 66
15. Hebron Academy 41
Bates 51

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE'

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
LEWISTON

-

MAINE

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

Ave.
16.5
9.9
5.1
5.7
14.4
5.4
6.4
2.8
6.6
3.4
12.5
1.4
1.2

mfj JW

ROWERS
By Wire

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St

REMEMBRANCE GIFTS

Fountain
Specials
In Cool, Air Conditiored,
Pleasant Surroundings

NICHOLS
,TEA ROOM
162 Lisbon St.

Lewiston, Me.

Tel. 2-6422

For Your Friends and
Classmates

Bisaillon's
Music Store
RECORDS
RADIO
SHEET MUSIC
85 Lisbon St
Phone 2-2901

Lewiston
SHOE HOSPITAL
ABLE TO HANDLE
ALL REPAIRS WELL
Bring down any
you might have.
7 Sabattus Street

Hoopsters Disappoint;
To Next Year
campaign — Larry Quimby with 28
points against the Saints, and Ralph
What was expected to be a big Perry with 21 against the Bostonseason for the Bates basketball team ians.
turned into somewhat of a disappointment, as the hoopsters were What Was The Matter?
able to cop only five decisions in 20
Contrary to what many critics
encounters. At the outset, the future looked promising for the new say, the Cats did possess material.
mentor, Hank F.lesptiru, and his They were definitely lacking height
club. With a good nucleus of veter- against many of their taller oppoans and a few standouts up from nents, but were able to grab a goodlast year's freshman team, it was ly amount of rebounds off both
expected that Bates would be able boards. No real set offense was emto win the greater part of its en- ployed The usual manner was in
counters. But after getting off to a trying to work the ball into Quimsuccessful start with two quick by, or taking shots from the outwins, the Cats went into a fizzle, and side. In many instances, these tacremained in the doldrums for the tics were successful, but in other
situations, it just didn't pay off in
majority of the season.
the scoring column.
Win Only Two Series Tilts
For seniors, Bates will lose CapOf the live victories recorded b- tain Bob Carpenter, Ralph Perry-,
the Garnet, only two were against Glen Collins, Lee Blackmon, Shirley
State Series rivals, while the re- Hamel. The type of play performed
maining three came against non- by these capable operatives was
ieague opponents. Bowdoin and Co.- commendable, and their departure
by were victorious over the Eles- will be greatly felt in the ranks of
puru charges in the six tilts, while future hoop clubs.
Bates copped two out of the three
against Maine. The final Colby duel Future Prospects Are Hopeful
produccu somewhat ot a surprise as
The Bobcats still have Larry
Bates employed a stall through most Quimby around for another season,
of the game. The maneuvers put and barring future injuries, around
into use by Hank were apropos to Larry will center the hopes for a
the situation, but due to the lack of successful season. Also available for
practice and experience, the boys service will be Fred Douglas, Pres
were not able to use it to its full Harris, Norm Erackett, and Ben
advantage.
Dudley. The improvement shown
With the exception of victories by sophomores Ken Weiler and
gained over the Maine Maritime Charlie Bucknam over the course
Academy, New England College, of the season was tremendous, and
and Clark University, the Lewiston the experience gained will add no
collegians dropped all their non- end to their performances a year
series encounters. The two outstand- hence. So with the return of these
ing games among these defeats were veterans plus the addition of boys
against St. Anselm's and Northeast- like Jim Brymer and Ray Moffett
ern. In the former, the Garnet fal- trom the frosh, Coach Elespuru will
tered in the final few minutes to :ts be able to envision a better season
taller rivals and were edged by- in the future year. He is now thorthree points. The latter battle was oughly versed in the type of basa heartbreaker, as the Huskies were ketball played in New England, and
able to squeak by the Bobcats with with a complete knowledge of just
a two-point overtime victory. These what his players can do, his task
contests raw two Bates players get- will be somewhat easier than in his
ting their highest output of the initial year as Bobcat tutor.
By Ray Zelch

Varsity Scoring Statistics
Player

VARSITY INDIVIDUAL SCORING
F
Pts.
Games FG

Quimby
Carpenter
Collins
Perry
Blackmon
Bucknam
Weiler
Harris
Douglas
Brackett
Hamel
Moody
Howie
Goddard
Dudley

19
20
20
20
20
19
19
IS
13
10
5
6
4
5
6

67
61
58
13
13
9
14
6
8
1
3
2
2
2
0

101
73
72
46
45
41
22
13
11
3
2
2
1
1
1

269
207
202
105
103
91
58
32
30
7
7
6
4
4
2

Ave.
14.2
10.4
10.1
5.3
5.2
4.8
3.1
2.1
2.3
.7
1.4
1.0
1.0
.8
.3
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Bates Chapter Sponsors
State Hillel Convention

THE BATES STUDENT, MARCH 14, 1951

In what was perhaps the most successful convention in Maine Hillel
history, delegates from the University
of Maine, Colby, Bowdoin, Westbrook Junior College, and Bates gathered in I.ewiston last weekend for the
annual State of Maine Hillel Convention.
Over 115 students participated in
the three day festivities which were
under the general chairmanship of
Joel Price, president of the Bates
Hillel.
Price Delivers Sermon
Friday night services at the Beth
Jacob Synagogue got the convention
underway. Music was provided by
the University of Maine choir and
Price delivered the sermon. In his
address, Price cited the accomplishments and purposes of Hillel and
showed how a previously-lethargic
Bates Hillel had been transformed
into an active, meaningful group.
Following registration and introduction of dates Saturday afternoon,
the evening featured a gala semi-formal dance. Caroline Rothstein and
Alan Rubin managed the decorations,
and music was handled by a five piece
combo.
Sunday morning had plenty of activity for the conventioncrs. A lox
and bagle breakfast was served and
basketball teams representing Bates,
Bowdoin, Maine, and Colby contested
with one another.

Election Candidates

Lehrman Gives Main Address
The convention drew to a close
Sunday with a large banquet. Featured speaker for the afternoon was
Hal Ixhrman, commentator, correspondent, author and lecturer and
former head of the Office of War Information in Turkey dtirir.^ the last
war. His topic was "An Analysis of
Israel with Relation to America".
Lehnuan emphasized the many
shortcomings now existent in the
Israeli state.

Round Table
The Bates Round Table will have
it« March meeting this Thursday
evening at 8 in Chase Hall
Mr. John Annctt, assistant to
President Phillips, will be the speaker, and his topic will be " Financing
Higher Education".
Professor Bartlett is the chairman
of the evening. Refreshments will be
served following the talk.

(Continued from page five)
letics, she has served as manager
of tumbling for the past two years
Carol Hollingworth has been active in WAA athletics her three
years at Bates. She served as secretary of the World Government
Club last year and secretary of
Judson Fellowship for the past two
years. Carol is also a member ol
I he CA Faith Commission.
Publishing Association
John Moore has previously been
mentioned as a candidate for president of Stu-C.
Carol Woodcock, a five-year
nursing student, will be leaving
campus in June for her training ai
the New England Baptist Hospital
in Boston.

Service Spot
Pvt. Allan Kennedy is stationed at
the Army Education Center in Tokyo,
where he counsels, interviews, and
occasionally teaches GI"s in the
eighth grade to second year college
brackets.

CA Commission
Plans Service
Palm Sunday

Price Tags
(Continued from page six)
meudous rebounder. The final member of the team is sophomore Percy
Johnson, a stellar six-foot-two operative for Hofstra. Springy feet
make him a fine backboard man. A
smooth ballhandler to boot, Johnson's offensive specialty is a jump
shot. He is Hofstra's high scorer.

This Sunday, the Faith Commission of the Christian Association is
sponsoring a special Palm Sunday
chapel service. Reverend Howland
of the High Street Methodist
Church will give the address and
the choir will sing several anthems.
In conclusion all I can say is that
The remainder of the program will if the first team were to be matched
be in charge of members of the
against the second five, it sure ought
CA. The main bulletin board will
to be a helluva battle.
give the exact time.

Tourney Finals
Prcscott Harris reported at the
Student
Council meeting last
Wednesday that the Chase Hall
Tourney Finals would be held tonight, and the Sports Dinner on
March 20.
Alan Goddard told the council
that he was still looking for a
second-hand Smith Hall piano. According to latest reports, he was
about to make a deal.

EAT AT

FRANGEDAKIS'
MODERN
RESTAURANT

£h/rfS
m$>Q cum feuixlry I

Primary Results
(Continued from page one)
John Moore and Carol Woodcock are up for president of the
Publishing Association.-Jean Decker and Dorothy Pierce are the candidates for secretary, and two junior
representatives will be chosen from
Fred Momenthy, Ray Mutter, Patricia Scheuerman, and Cynthia
Spitz.
A complete ballot and slates for
individual clubs is printed elsewhere
in this issue.

BATES HOTEL
WHERE EVERYONE
GOES DANCING
TWO FLOOR SHOWS
NIGHTLY
8:45 and 11:00
Tel. 4-6459

•.. better get going by
GREYHOUND EXPRESS BUSES

162 MIDDLE STREET
LEAVING FROM CAMPUS FRIDAY, MARCH 23
for BOSTON, HARTFORD, NEW YORK

R. W. CLARK CO.

• Make Your1 Reservations Early
• Watch Bulletin Board for Sales Date

DRUGS

CHEMICALS
• Save 10%

.

.

.

Buy Round Trip

BIOLOGICALS
CHECK THESE SAMPLES OF GREYHOUND SAVINGS
4 Registered Pharmacists
One Round
Way Trip

Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

Norris-Hayden Laundry
MODERN DRY CLEANERS

Boston
Hartford
Springfield

3.40
6.00
5.35

6.15
10.80
9.65
Plus U.S.

One Round
Way Trip
New York
Worcester
New Haven
Tax

7.55
4.35
6.45

13.60
7.85
11.65

FOR INFORMATION CALL CAMPUS AGENT:
MO MORRISON — Smith North
LARRY OVIAN — J. B.

Efficient Work and
Reasonable Rates
Cash or Charge Basis
Agents
Ralph Perry and Lefty Faulkner

GREYHOUND TERMINAL
169 Main St.
Phone: 2-8932

GREYHOUND

The Manhattan Shirt Company, makers of Manhattan shirts, necktutor, underwear, pajamas, sportshirls, bcachuear and handkerchiefs.

